“I was introduced to Wēpa
services in 2011, and Texas
Tech University was an early
adopter—students continue to
be pleased with the ease and
convenience of this wireless
printing solution on our campus.”
– Sam Segran, CIO, Texas Tech University

“Partnering with Wēpa to bring
a cloud-based printing service
to campus was an advantageous
decision. The convenience
of BYOD and the amenity of
touch-screen kiosks has made
the service extremely popular
among students. Due to the
success of the service we have
expanded to over 50 locations
on five campuses at GW.
Wēpa’s dedication throughout
our implementation has proven
them to be an adept and
dependable vendor.”
– P.B. Garrett, Associate Provost and Chief
Academic Technology Officer, The George
Washington University

“The University of Arizona’s
recent expansion of Wēpa
services across our campus
has been met with tremendous
early success... Wēpa is a valued
and trusted partner to our
University operations. Thanks
to the Wēpa team for always
being highly responsive in
service and communication.”
– Todd Millay, Assistant Director Arizona Student
Unions, University of Arizona

“Wēpa solved printing.
We can’t do it better
than them.”
– Nick Thompson, CCLE Coordinator UCLA
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“I must express my sincere
thanks for the professionalism,
knowledge, and fexibility
shown by your team during
the installation of the Wēpa
kiosks at University Park and
the three campus locations.
Wade and Derick were a real
pleasure to work with and
certainly played a large role
in the smooth and successful
installation of the kiosks.”
– Blake Bergey, Sr. Manager, Learning Applications
& Technologies, The Pennsylvania State University

“We have been using Wēpa
for two years, and I still
consider it one of the best
decisions that I’ve made for
services to students.”
– Joel Kraft, Director of IT
Case Western Reserve University

“I’m excited about Wēpa
and want to let other schools
know that this is out there,
and that it’s a great, amazingly
inexpensive option.”
– Oralia Carrillo, System Administer, Trinity University

“Towson University has been
extremely pleased with the
Wēpa student print system.
The installation in the Summer
of 2013 was smooth as their IT
team is extremely competent,
as is, their entire management
team... Special requests
are met eagerly and quickly.
I highly recommend their system.”
– Ralph Valle, Director of Marketing
and Communications, Towson University

“Wēpa is a great solution for
any campus printing solution.
It’s simple yet so sophisticated
and the support is great.”
– Landon Allen, Network & Audio Visual Specialist,
Benedictine College
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“Wēpa has been an awesome
solution for our student
printing needs. It has proven
to be an efficient, easy to
use and convenient wireless
printing solution for our
students. They have been a
great company to work with
over the last few years and
we look forward to what the
future holds.”

“We are very pleased with
the printing concept and the six
easy ways to print. As the
campus liaison, I appreciate
the prompt attention and support
we receive from Wēpa staff.”

– Kerri Demeri, Assistant Director, Auxiliary
Services, Florida SouthWestern State College

“The students appreciate
flexibility that Wēpa offers, they
can now pick up their print
job anywhere there is a Wēpa
printer and print from any
device. We have been extremely
pleased with the Wēpa staff’s
professionalism, customer
service response, and technical
support.”

“Wēpa is a quality product with
great customer service. The
performance of the Wēpa kiosk
system and the Wēpa team
has been amazing. The team
is always 100% enthusiastic,
prepared, efficient, friendly,
and professional. The BSU staff
and resident students greatly
appreciate this product.”
– Mary O’Neill, ResNet Coordinator,
Bridgewater State University

– Joyce Hughes, Auxiliary Services Manager,
University of West Florida

– Lisa Kahle, Director, Campus Technology
Services, Information Resources, State University
of New York at Cortland
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